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Abstract. This study was aimed to offer a concept of institutional and financial management of Karawo artist based on local wisdom values of Gorontalo society. It was conducted by using a qualitative method with a Focus Group Discussion approach that involved academics, sociologist, humanist, local government, Bank Indonesia, and Karawo artist. Data validity was obtained through available references. Moreover, the technique of data analysis used several steps, including data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion. Regarding the result of the study, it was found that the design of the institutional model and financial management of karawo artist based on the value of huyula (mutual assistance), dulohupa (discussion), and mo'odelo (responsibility/honesty) are in “Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives” form.
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INTRODUCTION

The study about Karawo has attracted much attention from intellectuals. This interest is based on empirical evidence that Karawo contributes to providing economic added value to the community and becomes Gorontalo brand image. Moreover, the study about Karawo can be reviewed from different perspectives such as art, economic, socio-culture or other sciences.

In terms of art perspective, Karawo is a traditional embroidery product from Gorontalo-Indonesia community, which has its own uniqueness [1], [2], [3]. In the making process, Karawo is more complex than other fabric embroideries [1]. Karawo needs at least three artists who have different roles; the first artist is the image ornament designer, the second artist does the slicing and pulling the thread on fabric, the third artist does the embroidery. The ornament design making requires five stages that an artist has to undergo. The complexity in the making demands precision, patience, perseverance, and high creativity since the entire making process is done without engine technology assistance [4], [5]. In terms of product, Karawo has a uniqueness and high aesthetic value [3]. To improve the uniqueness and aesthetic value, Karawo can be collaborated with other embroidery products, for example, in the coloring process [6]. In terms of economic perspective, Karawo is rated as an art product that can be commercialized to domestic up to international market; therefore it can improve Gorontalonese community income, especially the artists [7], [4], [8]. The existence of Karawo as a high economic added-value product is appointed as the superior product of Gorontalo, which is always developed by the local government [7]. Different kinds of programs are held by the local government, higher education institutions and other stakeholders to improve Karawo product quality and quantity in order to increase the sales value in the market, among others: training for the artists, capital assistance, marketing assistance and promotion program through annual Karawo festival [7], [9].

Other than art and economic perspective, Karawo can also be studied from a social perspective. Through the use of social analysis, Karawo is not merely viewed as a cultural product, but also law, religion, and institutional. When this analysis is used to study Karawo, the individual and group who involve in the making and development have their own uniqueness in their social life. In the social perspective, Karawo as a cultural product has experienced a shift; from the work of art that shifts into a commercial product. The shifting influences the construction or integration of cultural values into Karawo product as an effort of preservation of cultural heritage [10], [11], legal protection need for the product [12], integration of religious values in individual interaction [5], and new institutional growth [7], [4], [9].

The existence of Karawo is highly determined by the artists as human capital in the development process [4], [5]. Karawo as cultural capital was born from the interaction of women as artists with the largest population [4]. The obstacles encountered by the artists in the preservation and development process are a limitation of capital, skill, knowledge, and experience. These limitations urge the artists to interact with other parties which lead to the birth of formal and non-formal institutional form, either it is formed intentionally or unintentionally [7], [9]. The institution is emphasized as rules in a transaction of the members, which has values of a typical social life [13]. There are four institutional model and financial management of Karawo artists in Gorontalo; center, cooperatives, the patronage system, and single system [9]. Even though Karawo has become
a brand image and superior product, it has no institution which manages the artists in an organization/building.

Gorontalo does not only have a cultural product like Karawo, but it also has cultural values as a cultural system which displays interaction pattern among the society, such as “huyula” or mutual assistance. In reality, mutual assistance value is only implemented in social life, but not in institutional and business financial management. Three values can be revitalized into the institutional and financial management of Karawo artists: *huyula* (mutual assistance), *dulohupa* (discussion), and *mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty) [14]. The study is aimed to design a concept or model of an institution by integrating and implementing three values above-mentioned into the institution and financial management pattern of Karawo artists. In a qualitative study of management and accounting, the concept is an idea or thought made in the form of a symbol and word which was born from understanding exploration and subject awareness [15].

**METHOD**

This study was aimed to create a concept or design of institution and financial management of Karawo artists which *huyula* (mutual assistance), *dulohupa* (discussion), and *mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty) values-based as a cultural system of Gorontalo community. To achieve the objectives, the study design was conducted through a qualitative study method. The researcher took a role as the main instrument in data collection and analysis.

This study applied purposive sampling in the selection of key informants. The consideration of chosen informants’ characteristics is the one who is assumed to know the most about Karawo, be it the product value or economic, social and cultural value. The chosen informants were: academics, sociologist, humanist, local government, Bank Indonesia, and karawo artist. The technique of data analysis was conducted through Focus Group Discussion (FGD). The FGD was meant to find out the meaning of a theme according to the understanding of a group [16].

The first stage of the study was through FGD with informants who met the characteristics of subjects of study. The second stage, the researcher created a narrative from the FGD result. The third stage was an in-depth discussion between the researcher team and academics who have been involved in Karawo study. The last stage, the researcher started to analyze the data.

The technique of data validity was obtained through the available references. The researcher browsed the documents regarding Karawo and cultural values of Gorontalo community. The technique of data analysis was conducted through data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion.

**RESULT**

Based on the study on the findings of the model/form of institutional and financial management of Karawo artists and Gorontalo cultural values (*huyula* (mutual assistance), *dulohupa* (discussion), and *mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty), the harmony among the three cultural values can be found in cooperatives institution. The right and functional model of the institution and financial management to be developed for Karawo artists is “Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives.”

**Figure 1: Design of model of Institutional and financial management of Karawo artists with Gorontalonese cultural values-based “Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives”**

I : *Huyula* (Mutual Assistance)  
II: *Dulohupa* (discussion)  
III: *Mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty)  

Definition of Gorontalo ethno cooperatives is essentially referred to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 25 of 1992 concerning Cooperatives [17] which states: “Cooperatives shall business actors that have members of individuals or cooperatives legal entities in which its operation is based on principles of cooperatives as well as treated as people economic movement based on familial principles”.

Gorontalo Karawo ethno cooperatives technically is a cooperative based on Gorontalonese culture/customary law which is in accordance with Islamic values sourced from Al-Qur’an and As-Sunnah. The general definition of Gorontalo ethno cooperatives is a business entity which runs its operation with Gorontalonese culture that is based on *huyula* (mutual assistance), *dulohupa* (discussion), and *mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty).

Epistemologically, the Gorontalo–Karawo ethno cooperatives are established based on: 1) Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives are based on Gorontalonese cultural values which are in accordance with Al-Qur’an and As-Sunnah: *huyula* (mutual assistance), *dulohupa* (discussion), and *mo’odelo* (responsibility/honesty); 2) Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives are based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, and 3) Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives are based on familial principles.

The objective of Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives is to improve the spiritual, social and economic prosperity of the members and the community who get involved in Indonesia economic development.
based on the principles of Gorontalanese community which do not violate Islamic values.

Generally, the Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives in terms of its principles are not much different from Sharia cooperatives, which have been applied in Indonesia. The concept of Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives is a combination of two values; Islamic values and Gorontalanese cultural values. The implementation or revitalization of Islamic values and Gorontalanese cultural values into the model of the institution and financial management of Gorontalanese artists will make the institution stronger in managing the interaction between stakeholders. The objective of the institution is not only to provide prosperity to the artist members but all of the involving stakeholders. The concept value being offered is to make God as the center of accountability. In the social, religious, and cultural life runs side by side in managing community behavior for their social and economic life [10], [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Implementation of cultural values in the institutional and financial management of Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrsila (mutual assistance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulohupa (discussion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo’odeko (responsibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed data of researchers

CONCLUSIONS

This study found out a designed concept of institution and financial management of Karawo artists which is Gorontalanese cultural values-based such as huyula (mutual assistance), dulohupa (discussion), and mo’odeko (responsibility/honesty). The designed concept being offered is in the form of Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives. The concept is established from the foundation of life philosophy of Gorontalo community, which is ‘no deed or action should be in conflict with customary law and religion.’ Gorontalo-Karawo ethno cooperatives is a combination of Gorontalanese local wisdom values and Islamic values.

The urgency of the finding is local wisdom values in the form of cultural system is not only implemented in social life but also business activities. System of the institution and financial management, which are integrated with community cultural values become more unique and it is expected to contribute more. It does not only impact on the community economic life but also their social and cultural life.

The limitation of this study is the design of the institutional and financial management of Karawo artists is still a concept. Therefore, to find out the performance of the concept, it is needed to be implemented and tested.
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